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1. INTRODUCTION/MOTIVATION
Seismic source func[ions ~re used m quantify [hc generation of body and surface wnves from a wide variety of
physicid phenomena. Careful quan[ifica[ion of the relative exci[alion of [he different seismic phases can be used m
identify the source type. The geometry of the source has a strong influence on the type$ of waves a panicular source
genera[es. The differenl source Iypes include earthquakes which are considered deviatoric in nature and explosions
which are represented in their simplest form as iscwopic or spherically symmetric. The devia[onc characterisuc 01
earthquakes leads to eflicien[ generation of shear waves while the symmetry of the contained spherical explosion
results in primarily P wave excitation. Cylindrical explosive sources. typically found in the mining industry, result
in reduced symmetry and somewhat enhanced shear wave generation although no[ as efficiently as that found from
earthquakes.
Identifrca~ion of a source as a spherical explosion, cylindrical explosion or eal thquake is partially
dependent on [hese geomeaical prcpeties of the different source types.
Theory predicts that these differen[ source types will have characteris[icaliy
different time functions as well. A
number of empirical discriminams for earthquakes and explosions are dependen[ upon the relative excitation of
different frequency components of regic;,al seismic phases. By combining these time or frequency domain efft2CL%
wi[h the geometrical excitation the most robust discriminants can be developed.
The focus of ~his study is [he understanding of the time function effects for chemical and nuclear explosicfi sources
detonated in a spherical geomehy.
Information developed herein combination with similar studies for earthquakes
and mining explosions
will be used to improve current discriminanm,
address the transportability
of the
discriminanis to new regions and suggest new discriminants utilizing current data sources. The quantification of the
seismic source time function for nuclear and chemical explosions provides the basis for ident.i~ing source differences
that may develop as a function of yield as well as explosive type (chemical or nuclear). The yield :ffeets are useful
in yield determination as well as assessing detection and identification capabilities if seismic monitoring of such
sources is importan[.
Source effects attributable to yield can be used to establish new or verify existing scaling
relall, Ins.
The charaulerization of the seismic source function can be completed in the time or frequency domain. Time domain
characterization
not only quantifies the total source strength but also how it is distributed in [ime. Frequency
domain representations provide the ability to identify static offsets of the source, characteristic fi-equency associated
with the phjsical size of the source and the smoothness of the efiergy deposition or high frequency decay. In the case
of frequency domain representations
the phase of the signal can either be included or discarded in the analysis.
Ignoring the phase information in the source precludes the ability to track the distribution of source information as a
function of time and as such is more restrictive.
The data that is utilized in this chemical/nuclear
explosion source function study has been recovered from lhc free
surface in [he near-source region. As in all seismological studies, the observed data is linearly dependent upon both
the propagation find source contributions.
This study focuses on near-source data to maximize the bandwidth over
which the source comparison can be made and [o make any propagation path corrections as simple as possible. 1[ is
WCIIknown that local receiver effects on observed waveforms can lx quite strong, In order to mitigate these effects
in a comparati~’e way all the :xplrmions sources were observed with a consistent set of receivws.

11. PROBLEM

DEFINITION

An cxpcrimenttil program was begun five years ago to define [he equivalent elas[ic source function for nuclear
cxplosimts. The NPE provided the oppofluni[y to extend [his investigation [o chemicid sources as well. As part 01’
[hesc integrated investigations, free-field (Olsen and Penal, The.sc Proceedings) and free surface (Reinke (’i al., These
Procccdings) ohscrvalinns were made on the nuclear explosions MISTY ECHO (ME. 10 llEC HX), MINERAI
QUARRY (MQ, 25 July 90), HUNTERS TROPHY (HT. Ill Scp[ 92) and [hc chemical explosions NC)Ni’KOl.ll:ERATIC)N
EXPIIRIMENT
(NPE, 22 Sepl 93) and NON-PRO1,I1’IiRAT1ON
EXPERIhlllNT
C,\l.lBKAT1ON (NIW CA1.. 30 WI 92) (I;igurc I). The combination of free-field, free surfuuc ncw-source nu[worh
ml I“rcc-surfwx! light way (h -Mhn) provides n unique opportunity Ior scpiirtilion ill’ prt)ptig~’:ion path effects froth
source processes. The mngc of differeni [ypcs of sources (chcmicid and nuclear) ml dilfcrcn[ yic!ds (- 102 I(I I()(’ Ih.
cquivnlcnt TNT) provides dmII tiw characterizing source dumimucd PIWCCSSCS
(hnt nmy he important in m[mi[cring mrd
idmrtifying cxplilsions in t)ihcr environments.

Figure I: IR+inicr Mesti new-source h-u surlil~e array for the cxprrimcnls Misty Licho (ME), Mineral Quarry
(h~Qj, Hun~crs Trophy (HT), N(,n-[~l~)lif~rfl[i,,n ~xpcrinlenl (N[’E) und NI’E (~A1. (SLIIIW
location as NW).

This s[udy makes no use of [he sigmsl phusc bu[ inswwl makes Ircqucncy domain comparisons of power spcc[ral
estimmes.
Implicit in this wlalysi~ is [hc inlptwl:tnc.c o(’ smoothing to reduce variances in the es[irnis[es. The
variance reduction takes [he form of averaging over rrcighhming frequency poin[s for a single es[imatc and over
multiple obscrvatirms for [he same suurcc.
The focus is the identification of relative source diilcrcnces as evidenced by !he experimental data. The range of
different source types and sizes allows constrain[ of [hc following mpec[s of the explosion source model:
A. CHEMICAUNUCLEAK
SOURCE SIMILARITIES
COMPARISON,
Section 1!1of [his paper).

AND DIFFERENCES

(NPE TO HT

B. UTILITY OF SMALL SCALE CA1.II3RATION EXPLOSIONS FOR SOURCE
QUANTIFICATION
(NPE C.-IL 70 NPE COMPARISON, Scetion IV).
C. EXPLOSION SOURCE SC-WIN(;
COMPARISON,
Section V).

01’ SMALL YIELD NUCLEAR

EXPLOSIONS

(HT TO MQ

The observations from this s[udy were misdc in ml on IMinier Mesa above the N-tunnel complex (Figure I). The
surface instrumentation
consis[ed of force-balance trcceleromelers (fc > 100 Hz) and Sprengrrether S-6000, 2 Hz
velocity sensors recorded by Refraction Technology 16 bit and Terra Technology 12 bit digital acquisition systems.
Timing and location were provided by a combination of WWVB, GOES and GPS receivers. It is important to
emphasize that for the MQ, HT, NPE CAL and Nl+ sources an identical set of receiver sites were used thus
eliminating apparent source differences that are actually attributable to local receiver s[ructure. Since the sources
themselves are at differen[ spatial locations (excepl NPE CAL and NPE), there are differences in propagation path
effects that must be taken into account in dre comparative studies. In many cases these propagation path differences
are negligible. Smoothing over several diffcrem nbservalinn: will be used to reduce these effects.

III. CHEMICAL/NUCLEAR

SOURCE

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES

(NPE

TO H T

COMPARISON).
The primary purpose of the NPE WM [u wh.kss ques[ions concerning similarities and differences between chemical
and nuclear explosions as observed in [he seismic wuveticld The experiment was designed [o identify seisrrlic source
differences between chemical and nuclear sm.rrces [hu[ could be used 10 discriminate between [he two source types.
Su~ h a tool wuuld be invaluable in moni[orirrg ir Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
Figure I illustrates the close proximily of [he N1’E (chemictil. 390 m depth) and HT (nucleur, 385 m depth) sources
on Rainier Mesa. Each source was observed by the sume near-source receiver array thus eliminating local receiver
effects in such is compisrison. The reltilive differcrwe 01 the two source locations (273 m) results in small differences
in total propagutirm disrnncc (W%! for slc[ions I P, 1A. 2P, 4A. 4P, 7A, 7P, 9A, and 12 while uthcr sta[ions have
Figure 3 displays typical Z (vertical), R (radial) and T
more signiticarr[ differences in props.gatimr distance.
(transverse) acceleration time series and velocity specmul comparison tit station IA. This figure illustrates lk,e earlier
crrnrlusion that phmc information is easily crmlmninalcd by near-rcceivcr or near-source structure.
Significant
diffcrcnccs in [he [imc series fire observed
111conmsst dle spectral comparisons show almost idtmliczd shapes and
mnplitudcs oi’er lhc bilndwidlh of [hc signal (0.36 :U 1W) Hz). The presence uf u strong transverse cumponcnt uf
Ilw[ion i%not c(msistcrrt wi[l, nn isotropic model [d”the sm.rrce unless the geological smucwrc is rcpresen[ecl by ir
comph:x three dimcnsimral sm.rcturc whcru scwl[ming inlo the lriursverse motions is impor[irnt.
Stochastic comparisons dcsigmxl 10 quimli(y
sourtc speulrtil similarities wuJ IJiffercnces were complclcd. The IIrs[
step in this prfwcss WiIs ihc identiticaii[m uf [hc Imndwidlh wilh ~cccpltible s@d t~, nnisc rolio. C(mlparison O( [hc
:;igmrl spectra (o pre-cven[ nuiw cstllnatcs and c~rclul cxwninution of the spectral shnpc IwJ tu u conscrvntivcly
cle[crmincd btimlwidlh of ().36 [() 100 Hz. The scum-l step WaS the delcrmirration of an apprupriu[c frequency dtmmin
smuu[hing window in tmlcr 10 rcducc v:iriiuwes in lhc imlividutil spcclral cs[imalcs. Various nunwric:ll tests ot
diffcrcn[ smouthing wimlows were performed amJ n wimlow criteria which minimized [hc vwi:mcc mi bms of lhc
sprxmd us[imuw WM SCICCIWI. A sirrglc window w~ls t.h~mvr wi[h ir wid[h of 3.48 }1/.. A( I(IW l“rcqucncics [hc
window which is uctl(crcd (m [hc frequency (If Ihc spuulrd cs[imflw is nlltwcxl [~) grinv I() ;I ~:{id[h t)f 3.4N Ilz, m
Ircqrwm”y il,crcuscs. I:ipurc 4 displnys tlw sm,)()[lwd spmqlra I{w slirli~m I A :Ind Ihc rcsu[[ing Z, R :Iml T sprl[r:ll
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M and IW [o llrc right) horn I+T and NPIZ a! Srmicm IA (Figure 1) using a 3.48 Hz smoothing window. The s~cual

ratios fHT/NPE) of the smodred spectra are also given.

1

ra[ms (HT/NPt:). “Ilrew Ihrec riilim h~ve gross chwacmristics [ha[ are similar. ( I ) Flm trmn 036 m H m 1[) t 1/: ( 2 )
Low fhquency ra[in near I; (3) High frequency rotiu thal incrcmes wi[h frequency; and (4) Signilicam high lrcqucn~ !
variahiii[y.
In order M illuswa[c the ~
of [he spectral ratio characteristics Iha[ were .Source-statior, indepemlcn[, the ZR”]- rw~{l,
from each s[ation were combined into a single sta[ion Clependeni estima[u. F@e S. Ttw mean (solid Iinc) isnd l~)g
normal vmiancc illusma[e.s the small scaltel” in the low frequency estimates and [he increased scatter with lncrc~~ing
frequency. The increase in varimrce occurs at 51010 Hz. Taking a phase velocily of 2 krnls. the wwclength w
which the sca[[er increases is 2LXIto 4(K) m, approximately [he scale of he source separation.
Arguing thtit [he
high frequency smucuxe in the spectral ratio is a resldt of souwc Ioca[ion differences, the s!rape of the ratios for
stations ‘ A and 2P (closest 10 one another) ase similar, risi:~g al high frequency, while k more distant sta[ion. 7P.
decreases at high frequency (Figure l).
If the hi~h frquency variation in spcetral ratios is a reflection of the different locations of HT and NPE. as sun w
each receiver then one might expect to average these differences by smoothine over a number of observa[iorw M
different nzimu[hs.
Figure 6 displays the smoothed all component spectral ratio using all s!a[ion pairs w ilh
propagation path differences of no more than 30%. The high frequency variations observed in the single componcrm
and single s[ations are .?Iiminamd although the variances in the sfxctral ratios increase with frquency as cxpec~cd
from [he stcwhm[ic model.
analysis defines significant source kation
relakd propagation path differences for the HT 10 NPE comparison
in [he near-source data. These variations can be smoothed 10 emphasize source processes. The resulting spmral
comparison between NPE and HT is flat from 0.36 to 100 Hz with the ratio of the source strengths qual [o 1.
This

There appear to be no signijlcanl spectral differences between this chemical and nuclear saurce in the near-sour(’c
region from 0.36 to 100 Hz after siodmstic propagation path effecls are raken iwo account.

IV.

UTILITY

OF SMALL
SCALE CALIBRATION
EXPLOSIONS
FOR SOURCE
QUANTIFICATION
(NPE CAL TO ;:PE
COMPARISON).

In order to quantify propagation path effects expected from the NPE and exercise the data acquisition sys[ems, J
small, 300 lb. (C-4), charge was emrdaced and detonated at the center of the planned NPE source cavity prior m ih
excavation.
This small source provided the opportunity to test the empirical Green’s function approach to source
scaling in the near-source region. Since the source was nedy four orders of magnitude smaller than the NPE and [he
dynamic range of the accelerometers (used for recording the NPE, HT. MQ) were limited, a set of Sprengne[hcr S6000, 2 Hz seismometers were used to record the NPE CAL at the same hxations where the accelerometers were
fielded for the clher explosions.
The instrument corner of the seismometer is in the band of interest for source
comparisons,
therefore this well known instrument response was [aken into account prior [o any spectral
comparisons.
The smaller NPE CAL waveforms have a higher corner frequency, longer temporal duration, and more complexity
than those observed from ~he NPE. Spectral comparisons in velocily illustrate the four orders of magnitude
difference in spectral level at low frequencies, the order of magnitude difference in source corner frequency and the
0.48 to 100 Hz bandwid[h of the data. Since the centroids of the NPE and NPE CAL sources are identical there
should be no differences in propagation pat!l effects tor the lwo sources as long as the point source representation is
appropriate.
If secondary source processes such as span are important contributors to the NPE waveforms, this
assumption may not be valid. In order to improve the statistical significance of the source comparisons,
the
observed spectral ratios for all the Z, R, T and combined single station estimates were averaged as done in [hc
previous anulysis. The averaged ratio for NPE/NPE CAL is displayed in Figure 7. Unlike the HT/NPE comparison
there are only small increases in variance of [he ratios wilh frequency. This increase in variance with frequency in
the previous case was explai.led in terms of the difference in propagation path between the IWO sources to bc
cc,mPared. In the NPE/NPF.CAL comparison there is litde difference in the propagation paths thus resulting in the
Differences in the spatial extent of the [WO sources and secondary source
reduced high frequency variances.
contributions may be responsible for the slighi increase in variance with frequency observed in [his case.
As fm.rnd for the HT/NPE comparisons, all the averaged results (Z, R, T and combined) produce a common source
comparison. This result indicates that Ihe generation of the transverse energy scales linearly wi[h source size. One
might corrcludc that [his observation is consistent with a linear sctitlcring mechanism for the generation of transverw
energy.
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These NPEUNPE CAL comparisons (Figure 7) support a l& scmrce difference between the two sources al Ior,g
fWiOdS, d source corncrfor NPEnear2H~~2
spesmal decay betwacotmcm
and a comer frequency of 50-60 Hz for
the NPE CAL. Comparison of these smoothed results with those from theory will be given in Section ~rI.

V. EXPLOSION

SOURCE

SCALING

OF SMALL YIELD
COMPARISON),

NUCLEAR

EXPLOSIONS

(HT TO

MQ

The last set of empirical comparisons allows the investigation of source differences betw=n the two nuclear
explosions MQ and HT. ~ Figure 1 indicates, the two sources are to the north of the testing area. Propagation
path distance differences from the two sources to the stations to the south are small. This data provides the
WWu@
for q~tifying
~fferen=
in -~on
Wti = well = difi~=
in abluk
source location. As was
done in the case of the HT/NPE comparisons, all source-receiver distances that were no more dun 30% different for
the two sources were used to produce a combined smcmt.kd spectrum f~igure 8). This ratio begins at low frequency
with a value near 0.4 and rise to a plateau of 1 at 5 to 6 Hz. The variances in the ratio estima(es increase as a
function of frequency above 5 Hz just as observed in the HT/NPE comparisons.
A number of stations in the free surface array (6P, 6A, 7P, 7A, 8P, 9A, 10P) have propagation path differences
fxtween the two sources of less than 10%. These more limited data were used to estimate a second spectral ratio
along with variances (Figure 9). The spcctzaf variance estimates in this second set are dramatically reduced from
those of the more inclusive data set. The resulting spxtral ratio mean is nearly identical to the previous estimate.
This result argues that much of the low crequency variation in the spectra (6 to 10 Hz) is attributable
to
propagation path differences observed in the near-source region from these explosion sources. The higher frequency
variations may be a result of near-source differences like the near receiver variations observed in the array
measurements from a single source and reported by Reinke e[ al., these proceedings.
The HT/MQ spectral ratios is consistent with an interpretation that the MQ explosion was larger than the IIT
explosion.
This source size difference is reflected in the long period spect.raf ratio HT/MQ of 0.4. The source
spectra for the two explosions merge at frequencies greater than 5 Hz above the caner frequency for each explosion,

VI.

SOURCE

MODELS

The comparison of NPE m NPE CAL documents the strong yield effect between the 300 lb. C-4 calibration
explcsion (390 lb. equivalent TNT) and the 1 kiloton (kt) (equivalent TNT) NPE. In order to interpret these yield
effects a set of Mueller Murphy source functions for wet tuff were calculatd using the following material properties
for the source region:
2.20 km/s
P \’elccity
1.27 km/s
S Velocity
1.85 gtTL/CC
Density
400 m
Depth
RDP’s for sources of 2, 1, and 0.00022 kt were calculated.
These source functions which are calculated in the
frqtency
domain provide [he opportunity for comparison to the experimental source differences determined in the
analysis of the data. Figure 10 compares spectral ratios of the 2/0.00022 kt and of the 1/0.00022 kt with the
observed NPIZNPE CAL spectral ratios. The comparisons Ixtwwm the models and the data validate the MuellerMurphy source model for wet tuff and suggest that source models with yields between 1 and 3 kt best describes the
NPWNPE CAL data. The long period spectral level difference., NPE corner frequency and NPE CAL corner
frequency are all well replicated by the Mueller-Murphy source cmciel.
The empirical data is consistent with the scaling relations incorporated into the Mueller-Murphy source model. It
appears that this model is appropriate for wet tuff over the four orders of magnitude of yield represented by the NPE
CAL and NPE explosions, The Mueller-Murphy model was developed for nuclear sources. The mean of the range
of acceptable source models suggests that there is an approximate factor of two difference between nuclear and
chemical coupling at large yields. This conclusion does not call upon a factor of two coupling enhancement for the
smaller NPE CAL explosion.
Two alternate explanations for the apparent factor of two enhanced coupling for [he NPE can be introduced,
II is
to separate overshwt
from long period spectral level wilh limited bandwidth alma, If the NPE had
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dashed line.
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significant murslmol irssucialed with the source time function, then [he limited bandwidth ruIrdyzed in this study
would bc unahk I{) scparwe overshoot from tlw enhanced coupling postulated fnr the chemical explosion.
The NPE CA]. explo..ion. sinrx it wss dctonatd al the same depth as the NPE was highly overburied. Tlds small
and so
explosion resulted in no surfacespalladon. The NPE althoughnlsuovmburial dd sprdlat surf- ground the possibility exists for secondary source contributions from span to the NPE seismic source function. If these
ccmlributions boost sptral
levels below the source corner hequency then tiis effect cauld also be interpreted as
enhanced coupling fm the chemid explosion. The fact that the NPE itself was ovednrried and that observed dwell
limes at surface ground mm were much less than I scc in duration argues ihat this secondary source effect was
probably minimal.

VII.

CONCLUSIONS

In the near-source region here are no apparent spctrsl differences between HUNTERS TROPHY and THE NONPROLIFERATION
EXPERIMENT
in tk bandwidth of 0.36 to 100 Hz. Figure 6 demonstrates the flat spectral
ratio for these two events with a mean value of O.%. Although the vamance of the spctral ratio estimate increases
as frequency increases the mean value shows Iiltle departure from the value of I across the entire bandwidth of the
data. These results indicate that there is little information in the --source
wavefield that can k used to distinguish
chemical from nuclear explosions. Although tlis result suggests that seismic waves cannot be used to discriminate
nuclear explosions from chemical explosions, it also supports the use of large chemical explosions to replicate
nuc!sar explosion effects. One could imagine a series of chemical explosion experiments to quantify source
pherromcnology, near-source material properIy effects, and regional explosion effects in areas where only eardquakes
have been observed in the past.
Comparison uf Uw empirical spectral mtios for the WE and the NPE CAL suggest that the NPE is best replica&d
by a Mueller-Murphy
model with a yield of about 2 kt. TIis conclusion is made in light of alternate interpretations
or span contributions. The empirical data suppmts a Mueller-Murphy
source time
in terms of .xuurcc owshoot
function for wet tuff. These comparisons also suggest that this mcxiel for wet tuff is extendible to quite small yield
explosions. The yield of the NPE CAL is comparable in size to individual detonations in ripple fired mining
explosions. This result suggests that a good starting point for such source models might be the Mueller-Mu~hy
source time function, recognizing that thegmmcuy for the NPE CAL is not the same as the cylindrical geometry
of typical mining explosions. The source time function predicted by the Mueller-Murphy mcxkl may be appropriate
but the gemnelrkxd effects of the mining explosions may lx quite different. One wodd expect enhanced shear wave
generation by he mining explosions.
~c

mw duta display strong first order propagation path effects which must be taken into account prior [o matting
It wns only because all these different typs and sizes of sources were recorded by the same
receiver mray Ihirt this source comparison study could be undertaken. Even with the suite of constant receiver sites
for the differcm sources significant spectral smcmthing was necesswy across neighboring frequency poin[ri and across
different receiver sites in unkr to appropriately
reduce the variances in tb spectral estimates resulting from slightly
different propagation paths fmm the different soumes and wui~
introduced by tk SFWSI estimation procedure
any souru~ comparisons.

In k cwe of Figure 6, thirty individual waveforms from each of the two explosions wem inio the spectrnl rntio
cstimmc. 11is not often in comparative source studies that redundancy in neur-source observations of this magni[urlc
are available. The spectml ratios calculated for the HT/MQ comparisons indicale that the number of observations in
[he averiiging prucew can be reduced if the propagation path differences between [he two sources me reduced.
Cornparisun nf Figures 1! aml 9 indicates that if propagation path differences can be reduced to less than 10%
(assuming the snme receiver site) that statistical stable spectral ratios can be made to frequencies beluw I Hz wilh
significantly fewer components Vminnces a[ frequencies above 10 Hz are s[ill Iargc in this cusc as k wavclwrgths
of this energy hccmne equal [o or shtier

than the difference in pmpiigcrtiun path.

In all compiwisuns f HTINPK, NPWNPE CAL, and HT/MQ)
lhc unalysis of [rmmvcrxc components of mution
pruducd resuhs Itmt were identical to those fmm tlw radiid and verticul compmcn[s of mdiun. The mechanism for
SH gcnerrilion must he linked tu the source function in the same way that h 1’ and SV wiwes(rudiul and vcrticul
mulirms) arc linhcd. A Iincur scultering mechanism for the gcnerulion uf Wansvcrsc motions is consislcn! with ttmc
nbscrvations. ‘Ilcsc results suggest Ihut [hc tmnsvcmc compmcnt uf mu(ion ruccivcs u Wung source imprint very
dose to dlc cxplosiurr.
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